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CSCE STRATEGIC PLAN 2030



1 – Growing the changing Civil Engineering 

Community in Canada together

CSCE supports and promotes equitable and inclusive initiatives within all areas 
of civil engineering activity across all cultures, needs, ages, genders and 
geographic regions. 

• Inclusivity of all engineers from young to senior engineers

• EDI- Increasing females and diversity in civil engineering

• Mentorship, learning and collaboration between engineers of different levels of 
experience

• Increasing cross-disciplinary collaborations 

• Increasing accessibility of civil engineering to all including those with disabilities and 
First Nation communities 



2 – Promotion of Civil Engineering to all 

CSCE is a learned society actively engaged in enhancing the profile of  
civil engineering.

• Continuing to provide opportunities and promote civil engineering to students 
and associates to gain access to experience to help them succeed 

• Bringing civil engineering to the masses (public, other organizations, 
government). 

• Providing basic information about what civil engineering is all about, the 
process of becoming a civil engineer, etc. and how civil engineers benefit 
society to all, particularly the young

• Promotion of engineering education and research internationally



3 – Leadership in Sustainability Practices for Civil 

Engineering

CSCE will influence civil engineering practices in Canada through the 
entire lifecycle of a process. 

• Providing guidance on resilience and adaptation to climate change in 
infrastructure. 

• Providing updates and developments about sustainability methods, 
materials, tools across all disciplines of civil engineering

• Sharing what our partners (Affiliate, Corporate & Sustaining) are doing about 
sustainability and leveraging these networks to do more under the CSCE 
name.

• International activities and learning from others in regards to innovation & 
sustainability and how we can introduce these concepts to Canada.



Young Professionals Panel

CSCE National Tech Talk – 20/21 Edition

Matt Glynn EIT, 

ENV SP
AJ Darras MEng, 

EIT

Sarah Faithful 

EIT

Rami Mansour 

MASc, P.Eng.



Annual conference May 26-29, 2021

.

Technical Chair
Dr. Scott Walbridge

Sponsorships Chair
Vimy Henderson, PhD, P.Eng.

Conference Chair
Dr. Susan Tighe

https://csce2021.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Scott-Walbridge.pdf
https://csce2021.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/vimy-henderson.pdf
https://csce2021.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Susan-Tighe.pdf


Annual conference, May 26-29, 2021

• Conference focus: Civil Engineering Innovations

• Construction, Environmental, Hydrotechnical, Materials, Structures and 
Transportation Engineering Specialty Tracks 

• Virtual Annual Conference largest virtual gathering of Canada’s civil 
engineering community! 

• More that 520 papers presented

• Organizations participating across Canada and internationally

• Close to 600 people registered 

• Thanks to conference organizers  and sponsors and all participants. 



Unveiling of CSCE 
historic site plaques



World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development
—March 4, 2021 

World Engineers Day for Sustainable Development. Created by UNESCO, the day 
promotes the important role engineers play in creating a better world.

Joined  other engineering organization in the press release:

Engineers United: Declaration of Climate Emergency and the Importance of 
Climate Resilient and Sustainable Infrastructure 



2021 CNCCC & CNSBC

• 100% Online
May 15, 2021

• Participation of the Canadian teams for the concrete canoe competition

• Canadian and international teams from Mexico, Costa Rica and China for steel bridge 
competition  . 

• Great efforts of those in the CSCE such as Jeremie Aube and the members of the 
student competitions committee 



Triennial2021.ca
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Background
• Jointly organized every three years by the American Society of Civil Engineers 

(ASCE), Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) and Canadian Society for Civil Engineering 
(CSCE). 

• Last held in the UK in 2018 with the inaugural Global Engineering Congress. 

• The summit will address the challenges of resilience of infrastructure subjected to 
climate change.

• Organizing committee chairs

William E. Kelly, Ph.D., P.E Michael (Mike) Sanio Davide Stronati David Balmforth
Triennial Chair
Catherine N. Mulligan

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Keynote speakers
• Keynote – Climate Change Adaptation and Resiliency of 

Critical Infrastructure

• SPEAKER

• Rosa Galvez Senator and Professor, Canada

• Keynote – A theory improving resilience of 
infrastructures under climate change – Nature 
Enriched and Attributes Coordinated Watershed

• Speakers: 
Bin Peng – Deputy Secretary General of the Chinese 
Society for Environmental Sciences

Denghua Yan – Director and Professor, Department 
of Water Resources in China Institute of Water 
Resources and Hydropower Research

Body of text here

about:blank
about:blank


Features: Panels and Statement

Opening Plenary – Discussions

Question Time panel debate “Can we deliver Net Zero Carbon?”

Adequacy of standards used in practice in the three countries:  Are there 

gaps?

First Nations Climate Change Risk Assessment - Asset Management tool

Roadmap to the 2030 UN Sustainable Development Goals – Advancing 

Sustainable and Climate Resilient Infrastructure

Methods and tools for infrastructure resilience

Closing Remarks

A statement of intent for three organizations will be signed  by Presidents to 

work together on solving problems related to the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs).
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Declaration May 2021
Triennial

ASCE - CSCE - ICE

Context

• We have long recognized the key role that the civil engineer has to play in addressing 
our planet’s grand challenge to deliver sustainable and climate resilient infrastructure

• The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were developed to address 
humankind’s grand challenges to meet the demands and needs of a growing, global 
population.

• The Paris Agreement that world leaders have endorsed has set a profoundly new 
course to find solutions to climate change disruptions.
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Commitment
Endorsement of the WFEO Climate Code of Practice

• We will provide leadership to build climate resilient, sustainable infrastructure, lifting 
the standard of performance to withstand the rising threats of climate change and 
other convergent risks that might emerge over the life cycle of the project. 

• We support the establishment, creation and dissemination of standards, rating 
systems and credentialing programs. 

• Civil engineers must guide project development and validate the application of these 
principles by using metrics and rating tools. 

• We intend to bring about transformative change in the way infrastructure is 
conceived, planned, financed, designed, built, and maintained. 

• We will provide leadership and advocacy, nurture collaboration; build capacities, 
knowledge, and skills; build for vulnerable communities and ecosystem protection; 
and share our stories.





Task forces

These task forces established at June 2020 Board meeting included: 

• Revenue generation

• Establishment of continued education certificates 

• Envision steering committee. 

• Another task force on accessibility reported a very interesting case study at the last 
board meeting on the Innes House and subsequent article of design for accessibility

• The formation of a new task force on cost and revenue sharing among the sections 
and regions was approved and is starting work this year.   

• Task force to be established on by-law update  



Acting Executive Director

• Task force for evaluation of the potential of hiring an executive director in Sept. 

• Recommendation to the board in November 2020

• Selection committee formed for selection of candidates

• 2 candidates interviewed and both retained

• David Innes has been engaged for a period of 6 months to provide a review of CSCE 
to be followed by Glenn Hewes after that period. 

• David has served on its Board of Directors for over a decade and was President in 
2003-2004

• Civil Engineer and was a professor of Civil Engineering at the University of New 
Brunswick for 25 years and more recently served as the Fredericton International 
Airport Authority’s first President and CEO.

• He has also served on a variety of boards and committees



Upcoming events

• Outgoing board meeting-June 15

• AGM-June 16

• Incoming board meeting-June 19 

• The 8th International Conference on Advanced Composite Materials in Bridges and 
Structures, ACMBS-VIII, will be held in Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada from 5-7 
August 2021

• CSCE 2022 Annual Conference, May 25-28, 2022, Whistler, BC Canada

• Hope to see you at all of these events



Thank you

• Thank you to all of our volunteers in the Society, including all CSCE committees and 

divisions. 

• Particular mention to the National Management Committee (NMC) through our 

numerous meetings 

• I would like to acknowledge our head office staff (Lois and Patricia) for their time and 

tireless dedication to the Society.  



Let’s continue working together
QUESTIONS?

Please contact me:  president@csce.ca

mailto:president@csce.ca

